The Moxa arch anticline is a regional-scale northwest-trending uplift in western Wyoming where geologic storage of acid gas (carbon dioxide, methane, nitrogen, hydrogen sulfide, ethane) is under consideration. Nugget Sandstone, a deep saline aquifer at depths exceeding 17,000 ft (5180 m), is a candidate formation. This study builds three-dimensional local-to regionalscale geologic and fluid-flow models for the Nugget Sandstone and its neighboring formations. Geologic and engineering characterization data were assembled and screened for accuracy. Using geostatistical simulations (first, sequential indicator simulation of facies, then the sequential Gaussian simulation of porosity [f]), the data were integrated to create a regional-scale geologic model from which a local-scale simulation model surrounding the proposed injection site was extracted. Using this model, acid gas injection was simulated for 50 yr, followed by 1950 yr of monitoring. A sensitivity analysis was conducted, exploring the impact of geologic and engineering variables on model predictions. Results suggest that, at the simulation time scale, low dissolved solids in formation water, large gasphase relative permeability (k rg ) hysteresis, and low verticalto-horizontal intrinsic permeability (k) anisotropy all contribute to enhanced storage of acid gas in both residual (trapped) and dissolved forms. The parameter that exerts the largest control on gas storage is relative permeability hysteresis. However, given parameter uncertainty, the total predicted gas storage
INTRODUCTION
The Moxa arch anticline is a northwest-trending basementcored uplift in western Wyoming that formed during the Late Cretaceous (Figure 1 ). Natural gas is produced from the deeply buried Madison Limestone located at the crest of the anticline. The produced gas contains carbon dioxide (CO 2 ), methane (CH 4 ), nitrogen (N 2 ), hydrogen sulfide (H 2 S), and helium (He). In 2005, a part of the produced CO 2 and all of the H 2 S were injected into the Madison Limestone below a depth of 18,000 ft (5486 m), at the Shute Creek gas plant south of the producing field (La Barge platform). Since that time, more than 2 million tons of mixed gas have been sequestered. As the gas contains H 2 S, this deep injection qualifies as acid gas disposal.
The University of Wyoming, in collaboration with industry, is evaluating the potential for expanded gas disposal in the Moxa arch. Candidate geologic formations include the Nugget Sandstone, Tensleep Sandstone, and Bighorn Dolomite, all saline aquifers lying at depths exceeding 13,000 ft (3960 m) and containing brine with more than 10,000 ppm total dissolved solids (TDS). Within the 12 townships surrounding Shute Creek, only 31 wells penetrate these formations, minimizing leakage risk via wellbores. At depth, natural CO 2 exists in the Madison and Bighorn formations, suggesting that adequate seals and hydrogeologic isolation exist (Huang et al., 2007; Lynds et al., 2010) . As part of a larger goal of determining the suitability of these formations for gas disposal, this study conducts a numerical scoping analysis by building reservoir models and conducting gas injection simulations in the Nugget Sandstone, its overlying Twin Creek Formation, and its underlying Ankareh Formation, or together, the Nugget storage suite (NSS). Throughout the article, "Nugget" refers to the Nugget Sandstone. The Twin Creek and Ankareh formations are included in the storage model because low-permeability units exist above the Twin Creek and within the lower Ankareh. Gas injected into the Nugget will migrate into these formations before encountering significant flow barriers.
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E D I T O R ' S NOTE
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exists in building the geologic model and conducting fluid-flow simulation. This study identifies several sources of parameter uncertainty that can be constrained by the available data. By simulating gas injection at Shute Creek, the impact of these uncertainties on gas prediction is assessed. In the simulations, gas dissolution in brine is considered, as well as its partitioning between mobile and trapped gases (herein, "gas" refers to the combination of all gas-phase components). Driven by Figure 1 . Moxa arch anticline in western Wyoming. The bold outline indicates the extent of a regional model (left side is the subsurface extent of the Nugget storage suite against Hogsback). An inner box centered at Shute Creek indicates the location of a local model. Subsets of the well database are shown: 14 wells in the Moxa arch (solid circles with API numbers); 11 wells in the overthrust belt (empty circles); 26 wells northwest of La Barge (stars), and 4 wells with core data (cross). Five other wells also have core data, but they are located outside the map area: four are farther north of La Barge; one is at Rock Spring uplift to the east. Locations of cross sections used for model building are also shown. DD′ and four wells south of the regional model were used in correlating formation tops, although they were cropped from the final model. buoyancy, mobile gas can migrate away from the injection site, thus, "gas storage" is defined as the total trapped and dissolved gas in the reservoir. Simulations predicting higher percentages of gas in trapped and dissolved forms are considered to be of higher storage security.
In the remainder of the text, geologic formations of the NSS are described, followed by a description of the data used to build the models. The model-building procedure is presented, leading to the creation of a high-resolution geostatistical grid. Multiple porosity (f) realizations are created from which three models corresponding to P10, P50, and P90 pore volumes (PVs) are selected (the P10 model is one whose PV is higher than the PVs of 10% of the realizations). An upscaling analysis is conducted using multiple grid sizes until a coarsened flow grid is obtained with which acid gas injection is simulated. Within the framework of a sensitivity analysis, results of the simulations are presented.
GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS
The Moxa arch anticline is bounded to the west by the Wyoming-Utah overthrust belt, to the south by the Uinta Mountains in Utah, and to the north by the La Barge platform (Figures 1, 2 ). It transitions into the greater Green River Basin (GRB) to the east. The flanks of the Moxa arch are gently dipping, with an angle typically less than 3° (Royse, 1993) . Geologic formations range from Precambrian crystalline rocks to alluvial sands and gravels deposited in the Holocene. Formations of interest in this study are the Jurassic Nugget Sandstone, the overlying Jurassic Twin Creek Formation, and the underlying Upper Triassic Ankareh Formation.
The Nugget Sandstone is primarily an eolian deposit with a lithology dominated by sandstone that has minor siltstone, mudstone, and limestone (Picard, 1975) . In the Moxa arch, the Nugget has an average thickness of approximately 800 ft (∼244 m) and lies at depths as great as 18,000 ft (5490 m) (Pacht, 1977; Picard, 1977; Spangler, 2007) . It is a saline aquifer with TDS ranging from 10,000 to 115,000 ppm (Wyoming Oil Gas Conservation Commission, 2009). The Nugget Formation water is dominated by sodium chloride (NaCl) brines. Porosity in this formation averages approximately 12%, and k ranges from 0.1 to 1000 md. In western Wyoming, the Nugget Sandstone contains cross-bedded to low-angle, or horizontally bedded, fine-to-coarse sands deposited in dune and interdune environments (Lindquist, 1983) . Two lithofacies were distinguished (Picard, 1975) : a lower thinly bedded clay-rich deposit and an upper cross-stratified sandrich deposit. Regional paleocurrent studies suggest that Nugget facies are commonly aligned northeast (Picard, 1975) , locally ranging from N20E to N70E (Doelger, 1987) .
Limited Nugget core data exist in the areas west (overthrust belt), north (north of La Barge), and east (Rock Spring uplift) of the Moxa arch ( Figure 1 ). A few cores have reported fractures (Wyoming Oil Gas Conservation Commission, 2009; Frost, 2011) , although their subsurface existence cannot be ascertained, nor it is clear whether fractures observed in cores exist in situ (image logs, e.g., Formation MicroImager, would be needed to distinguish between in-situ and drilling induced ones; Lorenz, 1995) . In the overthrust belt, at Anschutz Ranch East field, the Nugget is observed to have experienced significant structural overprint. Here, core analyses suggest that primary Nugget f and k (influenced by grain size, sorting, and bedding characteristics) have been modified by compaction, cementation, dissolution, and emplacement of organic matters (Lindquist, 1983; Cox et al., 1994) . Both open and gouge-filled fractures are also observed here, with widely varying strike orientations, whereas fracture dip is dominated by high angles approaching vertical. In these neighboring regions, the k of Nugget cores exhibits a range of anisotropy, suggesting the existence of both open and closed (or no) fractures, although other mechanisms may also contribute, for example, crossbedding, cementation, and deformation bands (Lewis and Couples, 1993; Morad et al., 2010) . Subsurface stress conditions in the Moxa arch may differ from those of the neighboring regions; however, many of Wyoming's sandstone reservoirs are known to be fractured. Because fractures can become important to fluid flow when their density is high (forming an interconnected network as fluid barriers or pathways depending on how connected and how open they are) and because high vertical fracture permeability (k v ) may contribute to gas leakage, this uncertainty is accounted for in building the geologic model, which is then propagated into gas injection simulations.
The Twin Creek Formation, which overlies the Nugget, is a shallow-marine shaly limestone, limy siltstone, and claystone (Love and Christiansen, 1985) . Anhydrites exist locally in the basal Twin Creek, whereas overlying this formation is the Stump-Preuss shale composed of sandy siltstone, claystone, salts, sandstone, and limestone (Figure 2 ). At the Moxa arch, the Stump-Pruess shale locally contains sandstones with minor limestones (Imlay, 1950; Peterson, 1955; Jensen, 2005) . Although this may pose a leakage risk for gas injected at Shute Creek, the overlying Gannett Group and Bear River and Aspen formations all contain significant lowpermeability units that can provide additional seals (Hilman, 1973; Knapp, 1978; George, 1979; Doelger, 1987) . Above the Frontier Sandstone (which overlies the Aspen) is the Hilliard Shale, a known sealing unit trapping Frontier gas (Harstad et al., 1996) . The Ankareh Formation, which underlies the Nugget, is composed of interbedded mudstones, shale, siltstone, sandstone, and conglomerates (Love and Christiansen, 1985; Dischinger and Mitra, 2006) . In parts of Utah, the Ankareh Formation was deposited in a supratidal environment with frequent subaerial exposures (Brandley, 1988) . At the Moxa arch, the lower part of the Ankareh Formation is clay rich (as interpreted from limited logs), potentially acting as a flow barrier for the injected gas in the Nugget.
At the Moxa arch, limited information exists on leakage risk from faults. Based on data from a few wells, Krystinik (2000) discussed fractures and faults in Upper Cretaceous and shallower formations in the GRB. Wilkins (2007) discussed faults from the Upper Cretaceous down to the basement in an area east of the Moxa arch in the northern GRB. Recently, three-dimensional (3-D) seismic interpretations have been made at a location approximately 23,000 ft (∼7000 m) northwest of Shute Creek (Frost, 2011) . The seismic data cover an area of approximately 16,400 × 26,250 ft (5000 × 8000 m), extending from the surface down to the basement. Within the seismic resolution, the NSS and its overburden (northwest of Shute Creek) are not faulted, indicating small fault-related leakage risk in the areas surveyed (Frost, 2011) .
METHODOLOGY Data and Interpretations
A regional geologic model is built for the NSS using public-domain characterization data: (1) wireline logs from 165 wells that penetrate the Nugget Sandstone (Wyoming Oil Gas Conservation Commission, 2009); (2) core f and k measurements from nine wells (API: 2320226, 3505128, 3520218, 3720642, 3722327, 3722344, 3920018, 4120083, 4120588) ; (3) four geologic cross sections (Lamerson, 1982; Royse, 1993) (Figure 1) ; and (4) three regional isopach maps, one for each NSS formation (MacLachlan, 1972; Peterson, 1972; Fraley, 1998) . Well logs provide most of the data (Figure 1 ): 14 wells are located in the Moxa arch and the rest are located in neighboring regions. Many of the nonMoxa arch wells are located in the overthrust belt between the surface trace of the Hogsback thrust fault and the Idaho-Utah border. Only subsets of these wells are shown in Figure 1 . The Nugget in the overthrust belt is a prolific gas and condensate producer (Lindquist, 1983) , explaining the more abundant data there. At the Moxa arch, however, it is a deep saline aquifer with more limited and commonly incomplete data.
Before building the Moxa arch model, it was not known where in the subsurface NSS terminates against the Hogsback fault. All wells, supplemented by geologic cross sections, were needed to understand this relation. The cross sections (i.e., AA′, BB′, CC′, DD′, Figure 1 ) map out the western Moxa arch and parts of the overthrust belt (Figure 2 ). After careful screening of all data, two wells lying between the Hogsback trace and the Idaho-Utah border (API: 2305111, 2320733) were identified as penetrating the Moxa arch, whereas most of the overthrust belt wells penetrate the Nugget in the hanging walls of Hogsback and other faults. Moreover, each well has on average four to five logs, for example, density, gamma ray (GR), sonic (DT), neutron log, and less commonly, lithology and deviated survey logs. Thus, more than 900 logs were digitized. The logs were first screened for accuracy (those with inconsistent depth or incorrect datum information were removed) from which subsets were used for various interpretation tasks, as described below.
The 14 Moxa arch wells are used, along with cross sections and isopach data, for interpreting a regional NSS structure, that is, formation contacts (see Formation Structural Modeling section). A correlation chart (Figure 3 ) is built along a northsouth transect (Figure 1) . At each well, log signals are plotted against subsea true vertical depth. The columns are DT, GR, computed formation clay volume (V c ), and a computed petrofacies log (details on this are introduced later). Along this transect, the Nugget top rises gently toward the north, whereas its thickness does not change significantly. Within the extent of the structural model (bold outline in Figure 1 corresponding to panel A of Figure 3 ), a higher V c is observed in the lower Nugget than in the upper Nugget, consistent with what is observed in the overthrust belt. The change in V c is used to divide this formation into an upper sand-rich zone and a lower clay-rich zone. Within each zone, petrofacies modeling is conducted separately.
For these same 14 wells, logs are also interpreted to obtain estimates, at each well, of formation fluid type and saturation content. Data such as spontaneous potential, resistivity, and production records indicate that in most of the Moxa arch, Nugget Formation fluid is dominated by NaCl brines. At some wells, temperature measurements exist. These data are used to provide estimates of formation temperature and its vertical gradient based on which an initial temperature field is assigned to the model.
Well logs in the overthrust belt, besides providing information on the position of the NSS in relation to Hogsback and other faults, provide facies and petrophysical data for the Moxa arch model (Figure 1 ). These data are thus considered analogs, an acceptable practice when models are developed for data-poor reservoirs (Milliken et al., 2008) . For example, a subset of 11 overthrust wells with appropriate log suites that can be used to distinguish facies is selected to provide supplemental information for facies variogram modeling. Another subset of 26 wells northwest of La Barge provides well-log-derived f. Another nine wells provide core data: four in the overthrust belt are shown in Figure 1 , the other five are located outside the map area (four north of La Barge, one near the Rock Spring uplift). At the 14 Moxa arch wells, neither core measurements nor physical rock specimens are available.
Core measurements provide direct information on petrophysical properties. They can be used to populate reservoir models and to calibrate well logs when both types of data exist. For the Nugget, well-log-derived porosity (f well ) is calibrated against core measurements (f core ) at the same well to obtain a linear calibration function ( Figure 4A ). Because the former involves assumptions on clay content and fitting coefficients in the petrophysical equations (between well logs and f well ), core measurements are considered more reliable. The fitted function in Figure 4A deviates slightly from 1:1, indicating a small bias. This function is used to calibrate f well at locations with no core measurements. The calibration will not remove the scatter in f well , instead, the bias between core and log measurements will be removed. All the calibrated f well are pooled together, and after appropriate scaling, are used in f variogram modeling.
A semilog transform between f core and horizontal (north-south) permeability (k h ) is obtained for the Nugget ( Figure 4B ). The transform is used to populate k h from a geostatistical f model. Alternative transforms exist in developing f-log 10 k relations (e.g., cloud transform, cokriging), although they are not used. In a scoping study analyzing a data-poor reservoir, the simplest transform based on the available data is commonly preferred to facilitate understanding of petrophysical relations on flow predictions (Milliken et al., 2008) . From the core data, Nugget k is nearly isotropic in the horizontal plane ( Figure 4C ) but exhibits a range of anisotropy in the vertical direction ( Figure 4D ). Two functions can be fitted to obtain a verticalto-horizontal anisotropy ratio (k v /k h ) of 2.0 and 0.02, with two orders of magnitude variation. The k v /k h = 2.0 may reflect vertical open fractures, whereas a value of 0.02 may reflect matrix anisotropy and/or bedding structures (Nelson, 2001) . The higher value, although observed at core scale, if it belongs to a fracture network, can contribute to upward gas migration. The lower value represents closed, cemented, or no fractures. However, no rock specimens can be located at these wells for visual confirmation. This uncertainty will be accounted for in a parameter sensitivity analysis: k v / k h will be varied as an uncertain input parameter of the model. Specifically, multiple ratios will be assigned to a geostatistical grid to obtain a local k v from a local k h . This grid will in turn be upscaled to a simulation grid, thus, the effect of this uncertainty on gas prediction will be assessed.
At the nine wells with core measurements (all located outside the Moxa arch), data are too incomplete to develop a lithofacies model, which requires a simultaneous consideration of core data, well logs, and descriptions of rock specimens. The core data thus cannot be divided into faciesspecific subgroups that can be used to develop facies-specific petrophysical relations. Instead, the relations are developed for the entire Nugget Sandstone, introducing uncertainty. To address this uncertainty, either a detailed facies study or historymatching exercise is needed (i.e., near-wellbore petrophysical relations can be calibrated based on well-test data). Both analyses cannot be supported by current data. Moreover, for the Twin Creek and the Ankareh formations, both nonproducers in the study area, public-domain core measurements of significant lengths do not exist. Porosity models for these formations are populated using f well , which thus cannot be calibrated. Permeability models for these formations are borrowed from the f-log 10 k transform developed for the Nugget. The k of the Twin Creek and the Ankareh formations is thus solely controlled by their respective f distributions. Permeability is also assumed to be isotropic in the horizontal plane, whereas the same k v /k h is varied, assuming that fractures (if they exist) extend from Nugget into these formations. These assumptions and modeling choices constitute additional uncertainty, which cannot be constrained by data, although at the burial depth of the NSS, petrophysical properties of the formations may be impacted significantly by compaction and cementation, in addition to lithology-controlled variations (Beaumont and Foster, 1987; Lander and Walderhaug, 1999) .
Geologic Modeling
The NSS, including the Twin Creek Formation, the Nugget Sandstone, and the Ankareh Formation, is considered a single storage unit (only the Nugget is the proposed injection interval). All three formations are heterogeneous, which will be modeled using a hierarchical workflow starting from modeling formation structure, to within-formation facies, and finally to within-facies petrophysical properties (McLennan and Deutsch, 2006) . Because the NSS at the Moxa arch has limited data, analog approaches are adopted to facilitate facies and petrophysical modeling, which is considered appropriate for a scoping study: limited direct data are combined and supplemented by analog data to provide input to creating a geologic model. The results will help us develop a preliminary understanding of parameter and model uncertainty and their impact on prediction, thus providing a guide for future characterization efforts targeting specific uncertainties. This modeling philosophy is reflected by a multiyear study of a large gas reservoir, where four generations of geomodels were developed and refined over time as relevant data became available (Dubois et al., 2006) .
Formation Structural Modeling
Well logs, cross sections, and isopach maps at the Moxa arch were integrated at the regional scale to obtain formation horizons for the NSS: Twin Creek top, Nugget top, Ankareh top, and Ankareh bottom ( Figure 5 ). The horizons are truncated to the west by the Hogsback fault (its surface expression is shown in Figure 1 ). In creating the horizons, cross sections and isopach maps were digitized and control points were chosen along formation contacts. The control points were used as markers, along with formation tops picked from logs, to constrain the horizons. (To minimize extrapolation error, cross section DD′ along with four wells south of the structural model were used to create the horizons at a larger scale, before they were truncated by the structural model; Figure 1 ). In regions with sparse data (either well logs or markers), formation thickness was interpolated, allowing for physically correct extrapolation of contacts throughout the model region. The horizons were compared with twodimensional seismic line shots in the southern Moxa arch (David et al., 1975; Royse et al., 1975) . One seismic line lies approximately parallel to the arch axis and another lies perpendicular to it. Compared with these seismic profiles, the horizons exhibit correct formation thickness and continuity at the regional scale. Based on the horizons, a 3-D structural model of the NSS was built, spanning an average thickness of approximately 1700 ft (∼520 m).
Facies Modeling
Petrophysical properties commonly vary by facies Mohan, 1997, 2004) , thus, facies modeling is essential for the determination of reservoir versus nonreservoir quality units within a geologic formation. In this study, a distinction is made between lithofacies, which is linked to sediment physical characteristics (e.g., grain size, sorting, and primary and secondary sedimentary structures), and petrofacies, which is linked to sediment properties influencing flow (i.e., f and k). Typically, many lithofacies can be distinguished within a reservoir, but different lithofacies can have overlapping petrophysical properties (Melick and Gardner, 2009 ). For f and k modeling, petrofacies is more relevant. Because lithofacies can be grouped into petrofacies based on similar f ranges, petrofacies are sometimes referred to as composite facies (Ma et al., 2009) . Within the NSS, petrofacies were first categorized using well logs that indicate the existence of distinct f populations (Figure 3) , before being verified against independent lithology logs, and then populated in the interwell region using geostatistics ("facies" now denotes petrofacies).
For the 14 Moxa arch wells and 11 facies analog wells of the overthrust belt, facies were categorized with Gaussian hierarchical clustering (GHC), a computationally efficient categorization algorithm (Fraley, 1998) . At each well, GHC integrates and converts multiple continuous log signals (e.g., bulk density, GR, DT, neutron porosity log) to discrete facies types. Using well-log intervals within Twin Creek, three facies were identified (facies ID = 0-2). For the Nugget, based on the computed V c , an upper sand-rich zone was manually divided from a lower clay-rich zone, which ensures that a later geostatistical population of facies can better satisfy stationarity. Using log intervals within each zone, six Nugget facies were categorized: three for the upper zone (ID = 3-5) and three for the lower zone (ID = 6-8). Compared to the Twin Creek and the Nugget, the Ankareh Formation has poorer reservoir quality and fewer logs, preventing direct application of GHC. No facies types can thus be identified for this formation, although from V c of the few wells that logged this interval (Figure 3 ), a lower clay-rich region is observed. Ankareh is divided manually into a lower interval (ID = 11) and two upper intervals of equal thickness (ID = 9-10).
The above analysis was corroborated by conducting an independent neural network analysis using the same well logs (Schlumberger, 2010b) . Results from the two methods are consistent. The computed petrofacies are also compared with independent lithofacies descriptions from mud logs (Wyoming Oil Gas Conservation Commission, 2009). Lithofacies were observed from rock cuttings obtained at increasing drilling depths where a geologist's observation is coded into a lithology log, reflecting a dominant lithofacies at that depth. At well 3722268 (Figure 1 ), for example, along most of the logged interval, the two types of facies are in agreement (Figure 6 ), although petrofacies (f grouping) has a lower resolution than lithofacies (rock type), as expected. Discrepancy can be explained also by the fact that lithofacies do not always correspond to petrofacies because of the effect of diagenesis and finely interbedded sediments (Weber and van Guens, 1990) . Overall, the comparison supports the petrofacies categorization. Finally, three facies modeling groups are created, capturing nonstationarity both within and across individual formations: (1) Twin Creek (three facies), (2) upper Nugget (three facies), and (3) lower Nugget (three facies). Based on well data within each group, proportions of the facies units were estimated (which add up to 1.0), creating a vertical proportion curve (VPC) of each facies.
Using petrofacies types categorized at wells, geostatistics can populate the facies spatially, with the requirement that facies be conditioned by well data while honoring global and local facies proportions. For each facies group, this is accomplished by two steps. (1) For each facies type, experimental facies variograms were constructed in the horizontal and vertical directions. Because no significant trends were observed in these variograms, stationary spherical models were fitted. To model horizontal anisotropy, N40E was selected to be the major azimuth angle, reflecting the mean angle of deposition. Given the limited Moxa arch wells, more data exist for computing vertical variograms than for horizontal variograms, many of which exhibit poor structures. Thus, analog wells from the overthrust belt were subject to the same facies categorization and variogram analyses, from which horizontal correlation ranges were obtained. These ranges were used to guide the fitting of horizontal facies variograms at the Moxa arch (Gringarten and Deutsch, 1999) . Without such analogs, this fitting can be arbitrary and commonly suffers artifacts if automatic algorithms are used (Dubois et al., 2006) . (2) Based on the fitted variogram models and estimated facies proportions, sequential indicator simulation (SIS) was conducted to populate facies within each group (Deutsch and Journel, 1998) . Sequential indicator simulation honors the well data while creating multiple realizations to capture global facies proportions within each facies group and the VPC. One realization, considered equally likely as the next, was selected for the subsequent analysis. As mean f of each facies is known from well logs, all realizations yield approximately the same total reservoir PV.
A 12-unit model is created for the NSS (nine Nugget and Twin Creek facies and three Ankareh intervals), containing 35,385,840 grid cells with an average vertical grid spacing of 25 ft (7.6 m) (Figure 7) . The model captures both the east-west arch structure and the north-south upward incline. In Nugget and Twin Creek, because of the anisotropy modeled in the directional facies variograms (i.e., horizontal range typically two orders of magnitude larger than vertical range), the facies' vertical Figure 6 . Predicted petrofacies versus a lithology log at well 3722268 (Figure 1 ). Mean porosity (%) for each petrofacies is computed from averaging f well (each petrofacies is linked to an underlying porosity distribution). Lithology types are also shown. SSTVD = subsea true vertical depth; DT = sonic log; GR = gamma ray. See online version for a color version of this figure. extent is much smaller than its lateral extent. This is qualitatively consistent with the observed facies continuity from well logs, prior observations in the overthrust belt, and Nugget outcrops observed in the northern GRB. Moreover, based on f well separated into the 12 units, a mean f can be estimated for each unit (in percentage; group and facies ID in parentheses): 5.5 (Twin Creek; 0), 8.6 (Twin Creek; 1), 4.5 (Twin Creek; 2), 14.1 (upper Nugget; 3), 13.6 (upper Nugget; 4), 13.1 (upper Nugget; 5), 25.8 (lower Nugget; 6), 3.8 (lower Nugget; 7), 8.1 (lower Nugget; 8), 1.7 (upper Ankareh; 9), 3.1 (middle Ankareh; 10); 3.1 (lower Ankareh; 11).
The upper Nugget group (facies 3-5) has the best overall reservoir quality and is laterally extensive, confirming the original choice of the Nugget as a target for gas disposal. Although the highest average f belongs to facies 6 of the lower Nugget, this unit is proportionally small. The lower Nugget is dominated by low-f facies, particularly in southern Moxa arch, where facies 7 and 8 thicken. Compared with the upper Nugget, the Twin Creek facies are of lower reservoir quality, although their total rock volumes are similar. Given that the Twin Creek f is about one-third to one-half of the Nugget f, this formation can still provide significant PV. Locally, the injector at Shute Creek (2321674) penetrates the good-quality laterally continuous Nugget facies, ensuring injectivity. Regionally, the arch structure provides a structural trap for gas (recall that cap rocks exist further above the NSS). The gentle rise toward the north will also influence gas flow; under buoyancy, a northern migration of the injected gas is likely (see Acid Gas Simulation section).
Several points must be noted in facies modeling. The Moxa arch NSS are deep saline aquifers with limited data. Much of the previous sedimentologic information describing these formations pertains to the overthrust belt and thus cannot be used to describe the model, nor be directly compared with it. Second, SIS was used in facies modeling instead of indicator kriging; a simulation-based approach is recommended in reservoir modeling because it can capture small-scale variabilities better than kriging (Deutsch, 2002) . Although SIS is considered a good choice in modeling a variety of geologic facies in situations where facies geometric parameters cannot be reliably inferred for objectbased methods (Deutsch, 2002; Ma et al., 2009 ), a set of subjective decisions has been made in selecting variogram models and fitting their parameters. Although SIS is a popular facies modeling method, without detailed and site-specific studies (e.g., those aimed at mapping facies shape, proportion, and juxtaposition relations), the validity of using this versus other techniques cannot be verified (Falivene et al., 2006) . In this study, the uncertainty in geostatistical facies modeling is not evaluated because constraints needed for such an analysis are not available. Such constraints can include, for example, facies parameters obtained from outcrop or seismic analysis (Milliken et al., 2008; Sech et al., 2009) or facies probability cubes developed from integrating well data with depositional analyses (Ma, 2009a) .
Furthermore, a change-of-support issue arises in facies modeling. Facies heterogeneity is resolved from a cutoff scale (25 ft [7.6 m] in the vertical) and above, instead of from well-log (0.25-1 ft [0.08-0.3 m]) or core scales, reflecting a universal limitation in modeling large reservoirs (Dubois et al., 2006) . Before facies modeling, well-log-scale facies types were upscaled to the geostatistical grid cell using the most abundant code (Schlumberger, 2010b) . At each well, this method maps the finescale facies types to the coarser grid cells by selecting the most volumetrically abundant facies at the subgrid level. The method was found to be reasonably accurate, that is, fine-scale facies proportions are generally preserved at the grid scale. However, for thin facies separated by thick units, the associated upscaled (thin facies) types were generally underestimated. Alternatives to this method also exist, but all suffer issues with sampling bias = minimum horizontal correlation range (ft); a v = vertical correlation range (ft); azimuth = major horizontal statistical axis of correlation in relation to north; minor horizontal axis = 90°from azimuth; vertical statistical axis = normal to the horizontal plane; C 0 = the modeled variogram nugget effect. (Ma, 2009b) . In this study, variogram analysis was conducted with the upscaled facies types at wells; during SIS, conditioning at wells was also provided by the upscaled facies. Using the same grid, f upscaling is conducted before its geostatistical modeling-f at the grid cell is obtained from averaging subgrid well-log-scale porosities.
Porosity and Permeability Modeling
Porosity is modeled for each facies using geostatistics. For the Nugget, well-log-derived f well was corrected based on core measurements (but raw f well was used for the Twin Creek and the Ankareh). The f well was then upscaled to the geostatistical (facies) grid. Porosity data were initially divided into the 12 units. For each unit, a mean f is obtained (as discussed above). However, experimental f variograms constructed for each unit exhibited large fluctuations, indicating insufficient sample support. To reduce the artifacts, f from different units was pooled and experimental variograms were recomputed. After trial and error, relatively stable variograms were achieved with five f groups (Table 1) , corresponding to either formation or facies groups. Each group exhibits a distinct mean f, satisfying stationarity assumption in f modeling.
For each f group, experimental variograms were computed with the upscaled f well (Figure 8 ). Directional spherical models were fitted from which f correlation ranges were obtained. Along the horizontal plane, selection of major and minor statistical axes of correlation was based on the same angles chosen for facies modeling. Stationary functions were selected to model the variograms because an a priori trend analysis did not identify significant f trends. Using the variogram model and histogram, f was populated in each group using the sequential Gaussian simulation (SGS) conditioned to well data. Despite f grouping, SGS was conducted for each of the 12 units. For example, a f variogram and histogram of the Twin Creek Group were used to populate f in each Twin Creek facies (ID = 0-2). Although these facies share the same univariate and bivariate f statistics, f distribution in the reservoir model was controlled by facies and locally conditioned by (within-facies) well data.
The SGS was repeated for the NSS using different random seeds to create 200 f realizations. The number of realizations is case dependent and can vary with data variability and the type of uncertainty measure (Deutsch, 2002) . For ranking studies, 200 is deemed sufficiently large (McLennan and Deutsch, 2005) . A PV was computed for each realization. To reduce the number of simulation models, three f realizations were selected with P10, P50, and P90 PVs. Next, using the f-log 10 k h transform obtained from core data, three k h fields were populated, corresponding to the three f realizations. Realization with a higher PV will have a f distribution shifted toward higher values, which translates to a higher k h distribution. The transform was developed only for the Nugget but was used in populating all formations. A single k v /k h was assigned to all formations as well, although this ratio is varied in the sensitivity study to evaluate the influence of fractures on flow. Finally, a local petrophysical model surrounding Shute Creek is extracted from the regional model (Figure 1 ). This model contains 3,725,568 grid cells for which the P50 f field is shown for each f group (Figure 9) . The upper and middle Ankareh units are shown separately. Although variogram analysis was conducted with the f of the upper Ankareh group, SGS results reflect the effect of facies-specific modeling and local well conditioning.
Fluid-Flow Simulation

Simulation Grid
In gas disposal studies, a long simulation time is desired to understand gas migration and trapping in storage formations (Korre et al., 2009 ). However, with a 3-D model, the cost of simulating multiphase fluid flow with multiple species for a long period is high. Petrophysical properties of the local model (i.e., P10, P50, P90 models) were averaged or upscaled to a coarsened simulation grid (flow grid). To determine appropriate cell spacings for the flow grid, a grid resolution study was conducted using k upscaling (Wen and Gomez-Hernandez, 1996; Renard and de Marsily, 1997) . In the analysis, the P50 model was used and k v /k h was assigned 1.0 (results of the other models and/or different k v /k h are expected to be similar). From the fine grid (horizontal and vertical cell spacing of ∼200 ft [∼61 m] and ∼25 ft [7.6 m], respectively), increasingly coarsened grids were built while honoring formation contacts. These grids have increasing horizontal spacings of approximately 300, 400, 500, 600, and 700 ft (∼90, 120, 150, 180, and 210 m, respectively) and a vertical spacing approximately 50 ft (∼15 m). The coarsening ratios, up to four times in the horizontal and two times in the vertical, are consistent with those of a modeling study of the Nugget Sandstone in the overthrust belt (Cox et al., 1994) . In each coarse grid, a cell f was computed with volume-weighted arithmetic averaging of subgrid f (Schlumberger, 2010a) . A cell k was computed by conducting single-phase (water) steady-state flow simulations with the fine grid. Because heterogeneity of the fine grid is dominated by lateral stratification, a diagonal tensor upscaling technique was used (i.e., along every two opposing cell faces, no-flow and linear-potential-drop boundary conditions were assigned to compute three upscaled k components). To enhance the accuracy of upscaling, a local method with three skins was used (Wen et al., 2003) .
To determine which coarse grid was sufficient to capture fine-grid flow, single-phase steady-state flow was simulated using all grids. A bulk flow rate across the outflow boundary is determined. By comparing this rate with that of the fine grid, a coarse grid with a horizontal spacing of 600 ft (180 m) was selected, which gave a relative error in global flow rate approximately 10% (Table 2) . Although finer grids yield better results, numerical experiments with acid gas modeling took unreasonably long time (e.g., more than 3 weeks for a single run). Because higher accuracy is desired near the injection well where gas plume emanates, the 600-ft (180-m) grid is modified by local grid refinement (LGR) near the injector. As indicated by simulations, most of the plume travels through this region where the gas is trapped and dissolved. Nearwell LGR will offset the discretization error in the coarsened cells elsewhere. Numerical experiments compared a suite of end-member simulations (defined in the Results), with and without LGR. The average enhancement in flow-rate prediction is 4.70%.
Compositional Modeling of Acid Gas Injection
With the flow grid, acid gas simulation was conducted using GASWAT of Eclipse 300 (Schlumberger, 2010a) , a multiphase multispecies compositional simulator. The GASWAT is applicable to modeling geologic storage of CO 2 in aquifers and depleted gas reservoirs. Gas composition, however, is not restricted to CO 2 . Other gases and their solubilities in water can be modeled assuming equilibrium partitioning. The GASWAT solves the pressure and molar density of each component. Mole fractions of components in gas (or vapor) and aqueous phases are computed through a flash process. Both phase saturations and aqueous concentrations of gas components can be determined. In this study, acid gas injected into the Nugget consists of five components: CO 2 (75%), N 2 (7%), H 2 S (5%), CH 4 (10%), and ethane (3%), reflecting an average waste gas composition at the Moxa arch. Formation water is the sixth component. All components' parameters relevant to simulation were obtained using a fluid property package (Schlumberger, 2010b) . As significant salinity is observed in Nugget Formation waters, solubility correction was made to reflect the effect of salinity on reducing aqueous solubilities of the gas components. The effect of salinity on brine density is accounted for by an equation of state. With GASWAT, the temperature of the reservoir can vary with depth, which can affect gas solubility, gas densities, brine densities, and viscosities. An initial temperature field was assigned to the model by interpolating temperature log data.
Because of the importance of relative permeability on gas flow, mobility, and residual trapping, the gas-phase relative permeability (k rg ) is of significant interest in disposal studies. In saline aquifers, k rg hysteresis can contribute to significant residual CO 2 trapping (e.g., Ide et al., 2007; Qi et al., 2009 ). However, experimental data conducted under in-situ conditions with different core lithologies suggest that k rg may not exhibit significant hysteresis, depending on host rock mineralogy, pore-size distribution, and dissolution Bachu, 2005, 2006a, b; Horne, 2008) . Using experimental k rg of the Viking Sandstone located in Alberta Basin, Canada, uncertainty in k rg will be evaluated using end-member values. The brine phase is assumed nonhysteretic (i.e., water wet); its end point relative permeability and saturations were taken from the same experiments. Furthermore, although capillary pressure can locally affect gas storage, it is assumed negligible and a single fluid pressure is computed (e.g., Kumar et al., 2004; Nordbotten et al., 2005; Juanes et al., 2006; Obi and Blunt, 2006) . During injection, gas flow is controlled by the competition between viscous force, gravity, formation heterogeneity, and fluid mobility. Because gas has a lower density than formation brine, postinjection gas migration tends to be dominated by gravity. The effect of adding capillarity will predict a more smoothed plume front, whereas ignoring capillarity will give a more conservative estimate because its explicit modeling enhances residual trapping.
The initial pressure in the model is hydrostatic. A reference pressure is set as 5701 psi (39,307 kPa) at a depth of 12,900 ft (3932 m), assuming a brine density of 1.02 g/cm 3 . Before injection, the model )/day is used. The injection phase lasts 50 yr, and the reservoir model is monitored for 1950 yr, for a total simulation time of 2000 yr. To prevent geomechanical damage to the storage formations, the injection rate was chosen so that the maximum computed fluid pressure will not exceed 1.8 times the hydrostatic pressure. This fracture gradient was selected based on results of pressure leakoff tests from two wells located near Shute Creek (API: 2321687, 2321674) (Hubbert and Willis, 1957; Matthews and Kelly, 1967; Eaton, 1969) . Using this gradient, injector bottom-hole pressure (BHP) constraint is set at 10,260 psi (70,740 Kpa).
Sensitivity Analysis
In this study, we aim to understand the influence of uncertain model parameters on prediction uncertainty. For each of the P10, P50, and P90 models (upscaled from the appropriate fine-grid parameters), a sensitivity analysis (SA) was conducted for which several parameters were varied from those of a base-case simulation. Parameters of the basecase have average or expected values for the storage formations (Table 3) , whereas those varied in the SA are constrained by existing data and include the following (Table 4 ; run 31 is base case): (1) TDS of formation brine, (2) fine-grid k v /k h (its impact on gas prediction is reflected by the upscaled k computed for the flow grid), (3) relative permeability hysteresis, and (4) scanning curve interpolation. The TDS can influence gas dissolution in brine, as well as density and viscosity of brine. On the time scale of 1 k.y., it was identified as an important factor influencing CO 2 flow in saline aquifers (Sifuentes et al., 2009) . Three k v /k h ratios were tested, which led to nine separate k upscalings for the three PV models (in the fine grid, locally, k h is horizontally isotropic and k v is determined from k h using the ratio). For f, three upscalings are needed from the fine-grid f models.
Based on site-specific information, an appropriate range must be chosen for each parameter. In selecting a range for TDS, the observed regional minimum (10,000) and maximum (100,000) TDS values in the GRB were used, when Nugget is buried at more than 12,000 ft (>3660 m). The k v /k h range reflects the anisotropy ratios of Nugget cores (2.0 to 0.02), although a scaling issue also exists here in assigning core-scale properties to geostatistical grid cells. However, without detailed subgrid data (e.g., outcrop analogs), this issue cannot be easily resolved. The chosen lower value of k v /k h may have underestimated the extent of anisotropy at the grid scale. For example, upscaling of detailed sedimentary facies indicates the effect of horizontal stratification in enhancing k h and decreasing k v /k h (Zhang et al., 2006) . Such an effect cannot be determined from core analysis, although the range of the chosen ratio is comparable to that of Cox et al. (1994) . Three k rg functions were selected from the experimental data, two with hysteresis and one without ( Figure 10 ). All functions use the same critical gas saturation, maximum gas saturation, and relative permeability end points. The only difference lies in the magnitude of residual gas saturation (S res g ). The nonhysteresis model has a S res g equal to critical gas saturation (drainage and imbibition curves coincide). The hysteresis models use two S res g : 0.28 (small hysteresis) and 0.48 (large hysteresis), with the latter contributing to more gas trapping during imbibition. Because flow reversal may occur within a grid cell before maximum gas saturation is reached, scanning curves are needed in modeling hysteresis within bounding drainage and imbibition curves. Because few experimental scanning curve data exist for gas-brine systems, three interpolation methods were tested: Carlson, Killough, and Jargon (Carlson, 1981; Killough, 1976; Schlumberger, 2010a) . All methods have been found to fit the behavior of hydrocarbon systems, although different methods can lead to differing amounts of trapping.
To understand the sensitivity of prediction to parameter variation, four outcomes are defined at the end of simulation: dissolved gas, mobile gas, trapped gas, and a gas storage ratio (GSR). The GSR is the fraction of total immobile gas (dissolved plus trapped) versus the total injected gas (TIG).
Because of the open boundary condition assigned to the model, a small amount of the TIG has flowed out. Among all sensitivity runs, this amount is generally small, typically less than 1% (mole fraction).
ACID GAS SIMULATION
Simulation results pertaining to the P50 model are presented first, before they are compared with those of the P10 and P90 models. For accuracy, *TDS = total dissolved solids; dissolved, mobile, and trapped acid gas = gas in place in the reservoir; LB-M = number of moles of gas (lb-mol), for example, 1 LB-M carbon dioxide weighs 44 lb; TIG = total injected gas that includes gas in place and gas that has flowed out of the model; immobile acid gas ratio = gas storage ratio: (dissolved gas in place + trapped gas in place)/TIG × 100%. The same sensitivity analysis is conducted for the P10 and P90 models (not shown). **Run 31 = base case; run 3 = worst case with the lowest gas storage ratio (in bold font); run 61 = best case with the highest gas storage ratio (in bold font).
numerical stability was checked for all sensitivity runs. In each run, simulation progress was monitored by checking the time profiles of model outcomes, e.g., mass, pressure, and flow rate. Convergence issues, if they occurred, were previously identified early on and solver parameters were fine tuned whenever appropriate. A few sensitivity runs were rerun after convergence issues developed in later periods. All results were numerically stable solutions of the compositional equations.
Base-Case Simulation
In the base case, at the end of simulation, 48.1% of TIG is stored as dissolved and trapped gas whereas the rest remains mobile. The total gas-phase saturation, including mobile and trapped gas, is plotted along a north-south cross section at the end of the injection and monitoring periods (Figure 11 ). During injection (Figure 11A ), gas flow is dominated by a viscous driving force and gravity, that is, both lateral and vertical migration is observed. During postinjection ( Figure 11B ), gas flow is dominated by gravity. At the end of simulation, a gas cap has formed beneath the top of the Twin Creek, where a slight updip migration is also observed. Some mobile gas has migrated upward out of the NSS. Because approximately one-half of the TIG is still mobile at this time, this upward migration will continue. Thus, if base-case parameters reflect the condition of the NSS, the sealing capability of the overlying formations needs to be investigated.
By the end of simulation, approximately onethird of the TIG becomes trapped, which is shown as a plume, with lower saturations surrounding the injector (top right). During longer time scales, this trapped gas is expected to dissolve into formation brine until saturation limit is reached. By the end of simulation, approximately 17% of the TIG is dissolved, with a plume shape (not shown) closely resembling the gas-phase plume. During longer time scales, increasing fractions of the TIG will become trapped and dissolved, eventually immobilizing all mobile gas in NSS and overlying formations.
During injection, mobile, trapped, and dissolved gases all increase with time ( Figure 11 ). As gas migrates away from the injector, it becomes trapped in cells when its saturations are below critical gas saturation (i.e., k rg = 0). Although this trapping mechanism differs from imbibition-induced residual trapping, a significant amount of gas can be immobilized. This is also observed in other runs when k rg hysteresis was not modeled. After injection ceases, mobile gas decreases, whereas the others increase, as expected. Formation fluid pressure reaches a maximum at the end of injection before declining. Fluid pressure never exceeded the BHP constraint, thus, the injection rate was maintained at a constant value (the simulator will adjust the rate down if fluid pressure exceeds the constraint). This behavior is observed in all sensitivity runs, thus, the TIG is nearly identical for all runs (Table 4) , facilitating comparison of the results.
Sensitivity Analysis
Outcomes of the SA are tabulated in Table 4 . Runs of particular interest are noted: runs 45 and 19 predict the least and the most amount of trapped gas, respectively; runs 59 and 4 predict the most and the least amount of dissolved gas,respectively; run 61 predicts the highest GSR (best-case scenario); run 3 predicts the most mobile gas, thus, the lowest GSR (worst-case scenario). Below, parameters varied are analyzed to understand their influence on prediction outcomes.
1. With k rg hysteresis, NSS always traps more gas than it does without hysteresis, as expected. At the end of simulation, the average amount of trapped gas from nonhysteresis runs is 1.04 × 10 9 LB-M (pounds mole), 43.97% smaller than that of the Killough option averaged over the hysteresis runs (2.37 × 10 9 LB-M). 2. For the hysteresis model with a smaller S res g ( Figure 10B ), on average, the Killough option for scanning curve interpolation traps more gas (2.08 × 10 9 LB-M), followed by Carlson (2.05 × 10 9 LBM), and Jargon (1.77 × 10 9 LB-M). The difference between the most and least trapped gas is 15.98%. For the model with a larger S res g ( Figure 10C ), on average, Killough traps 2.65 × 10 9 LB-M, Carlson 2.50 × 10 9 LB-M, and Jargon 2.40 × 10 9 LB-M. The difference between the most and least trapped gas is 10.2%. The variation in the scanning curve interpolation results in a minor to modest variation in the predicted trapped gas. 3. The TDS of formation water strongly influences the amount of dissolved gas. More acid gas is dissolved in brine with a lower salinity. When TDS is 100,000 ppm, the average dissolved gas is 3.82 × 10 8 LB-M; when it is 10,000 ppm, the average dissolved gas is 5.23 × 10 8 LB-M. The difference in dissolved gas predicted by these end members is 31.26%. 4. The k v /k h also influences the amount of dissolved gas. Comparing run 59 (most dissolved) with run 52 (next to most), the only difference between them is k v /k h . As k v /k h decreases, more gas is dissolved. The same observation is made comparing run 38 with run 31, and run 17 with run 10. With a lower k v , the injected gas spreads out more laterally and gas plume contacts more brine, enhancing dissolution. Comparing these same pairs, lower k v also results in enhanced residual trapping by 8.2 to 8.7%. This is again linked to a larger, more laterally extensive plume conducive to imbibition (Sifuentes et al., 2009) . Clearly, nonfractured formations, or formations with high k h , are preferred for maximizing dissolution and residual trapping (thus storage security), suggesting that fracture characteristics of the NSS should be investigated.
To assess the relative importance of each parameter to the outcomes, the absolute sensitivity measure is computed for each parameter and presented in a sensitivity plot (Figure 12 ). For the parameters varied, hysteresis (i.e., sensitivity averaged over all scanning curve options) has the greatest impact on nearly all gas forms, followed by k v /k h and TDS. This parameter, by exerting the strongest control on the amount of mobile gas (equivalent to total immobile gas because TIG is the same in all runs), also exerts the strongest control on GSR. This is consistent with CO 2 modeling results, suggesting that k rg hysteresis exerts a first-order control on gas migration (e.g., Flett and Taggart, 2004; Juanes et al., 2006; Qi et al., 2009) . Moreover, when the Jargon option is used, trapped gas is more sensitive to hysteresis than when the other options are used, suggesting that the exact scanning curve needs to be determined if residual gas trapping is to be predicted accurately.
Prediction Range and Uncertainty
If GSR is used as a measure of storage security, among all simulation runs of the P50 model, the worst-case scenario is run 3 with the lowest GSR (40%). The best-case scenario is run 61 with the highest GSR (94%). By comparison, base-case GSR is 48%. Run 3 has the highest TDS, no k rg hysteresis, and the highest k v /k h . Gas saturation and profile plots for this run are shown (Figure 13) , where a significant gas cap is observed at the end of simulation. Run 61 has the lowest TDS, largest hysteresis, and lowest k v /k h . Figure 14 shows its saturation and profile plots. Compared with run 3, the gas cap is much smaller, and more trapped gas is predicted. Comparing gas saturation at the end of simulation (upper right versus middle right), the gas plume Figure 12 . Sensitivity of prediction outcomes at the end of simulation against parameters varied (P50 model). Here, three types of relative permeability scanning curve options are used: Carlson, Killough, and Jargon. TDS = total dissolved solids in brine; k v /k h = ratio of vertical permeability to horizontal permeability in grid cells; storage ratio = GSR; dissolved gas = acid gas dissolved into brine, no longer gas phase; mobile gas = acid gas still being gas phase and is mobile; trapped gas = acid gas still in gas phase but no longer migrating.
almost entirely consists of trapped gas; this plume will no longer migrate and is effectively immobilized. Furthermore, for all runs with high GSR (above 90%), their parameters share common characteristics: large hysteresis and medium to small k v /k h (0.2 and 0.02), whereas all levels of TDS are observed. This confirms the sensitivity result of Figure 12 .
For the P50 model, prediction ranges of all gas forms can be estimated. The difference between the maximum and minimum trapped gas is 106%, whereas differences in dissolved and mobile gas are 77 and 162%, respectively. Clearly, given the uncertainty ranges of the parameters, uncertainty increases in predicting dissolved gas, trapped gas, and mobile gas. This suggests that a large variation in prediction outcomes is possible. In particular, the prediction of the mobile gas (thus GSR) is the most variable, and any individual prediction is the least reliable. Mobile gas is also the most sensitive to the parameters varied, whereas dissolved gas is the least sensitive (any individual prediction of this outcome is the most reliable). Reliability in predicting trapped gas lies in the middle.
The effect of petrophysical uncertainty on prediction uncertainty is evaluated by comparing outcomes from the P10, P50, and P90 models. As the same SA is conducted using each model, the outcomes are displayed as cumulative distribution functions of dissolved, mobile, and trapped gases at the end of the simulation period (Figure 15 ). Under the current modeling assumptions, f and associated k uncertainty exert very minor influences on gas predictions. The P50 model, which represents an average PV, can be reasonably representative of the other models. This result is not surprising because prediction uncertainty arising from a stochastic property model with a fixed structural model and facies distribution is commonly much smaller than those caused by uncertainties in modeling structure and facies as well as in estimating their parameters (e.g., structural fitting coefficients, facies correlation ranges). However, given the computation challenge of gas disposal simulation and current limitations of site data to provide adequate constraints, these uncertainties are not evaluated. Future work will aim to better understand these uncertainties by developing alternative geologic models at the injection site. Results here suggest that, if such uncertainties are unaccounted for, traditional multiple realization approaches in petrophysical modeling may not yield useful estimates on prediction uncertainty.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In this study, acid gas disposal simulation in the Nugget Sandstone of the Moxa arch is of interest. At the regional scale, for the Nugget and its neighboring formations, geologic and engineering data were assembled, screened for accuracy, and digitized, covering an average thickness of approximately 1700 ft (∼520 m). Data include wireline logs, core measurements, cross sections, and isopach Figure 15 . Cumulative distribution for the dissolved, mobile, and trapped acid gas at the end of simulation. CDF = cumulative distribution function. maps. They were interpreted and correlated for geologic formations and facies, the latter categorized using Gaussian hierarchical clustering and neural network. Well-log porosities were calibrated with core measurements, whereas a f-log 10 k transform was also developed. Using conditional geostatistical simulations (first, sequential indicator simulation of facies, then sequential Gaussian simulation of f), data were integrated at the regional scale to create a fine-grid geostatistical model. Multiple f realizations were created from which models corresponding to P10, P50, and P90 PVs were selected. For the same models, permeabilities were populated using the transform.
To model gas injection, a local model surrounding the injection site was extracted from the regional model and upscaled to a coarsened flowsimulation grid with which multiphase compositional simulations were conducted. A simulation time of 2 k.y. was used with the first 50 yr of the injection phase. With this model, the impact of geologic and engineering variables on acid gas predictions is explored. Results suggest that at the simulation time scale, low TDS, large gas-phase relative permeability hysteresis, and small k v /k h all contribute to enhanced gas storage in both residual and dissolved forms. The parameter that exerts the largest control on gas storage is relative permeability hysteresis. Given the uncertain model parameters, the total predicted acid gas storage varies significantly. Prediction uncertainty increases in the order of dissolved gas, trapped gas, and mobile gas. In comparison, petrophysical uncertainty as represented by multiple f realizations has limited impact on prediction, although future work is needed to expand the uncertainty analysis by developing alternative facies models for the storage formations. Future work will also consider modeling reactions of acid gas components with formation brine and minerals. Additional uncertain parameters, for example, reaction paths, mineral surface areas, and kinetic rate constants, will be constrained by laboratory measurements. When field injection occurs at Shute Creek, the model developed in this study will be calibrated against observed pressure and saturation data to further refine its prediction and reduce its uncertainty.
